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AN UNUSUAL BLACK PRINT

EDWARD QUINTON

A query - 'Many moons ago at a small stamp fair I bought a folder for the INTERNABA Exhibition in Basel,
with top-right space unfilled - see illustration of the inside pages above. I cannot find any illustration of
what is depicted there. Is this the 'black print' of an unadopted design referred to in the Amateur Collector
and Zumstein catalogues. Does anybody know anything about this please ?'
Editor - Looking at my copy of the folder, the entry in the Amateur Collector Catalogue and the news
articles in the HPS Newsletter leading up to and at the time of the INTERNABA exhibition (February 1974
Page 15, May 1974 Page 39 and July 1974 Page 51) I found the following information :
In the Amateur Collector catalogue, a footnote to the entry on the INTERNABA '74 miniature sheet states
'As an exhibition souvenir the PTT issued a black print of a proposed but unadopted design.' The
Newsletter articles reveal much more - set out on page 52 of this Newsletter.
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(Continued from the Front Page) The Stamp Printing Department of the PTT produced a folder featuring a
'black print' of an unaccepted design for the INTERNABA '74 miniature sheet/block of four stamps with
portraits of famous men of philately and postal history.. The 'black print' had no postal validity. The
souvenir folder was available to all visitors to the Exhibition in exchange for a coupon which was included
in the exhibition catalogue/guide. The guide, supplied together with the entrance tickets, cost 3 Swiss
Francs (free to PTT Philatelic Service standing order customers) and contained two vouchers , each of
which could be used to acquire a folder at the price of 2 Sfr.
The folder was of glossy-coated, thin card. On the right-hand inside page was the 'black print'. There was
a designated space on the left-hand inside page for the adopted version of the INTERNABA '74 miniature
sheet (four postally-valid stamps, each of different design based on the original paintings of four Cantonal
Messengers by F. Boscovits) to be affixed and receive the official special 'Centenarium UPU' cancellation.
The face vale of the miniature sheet was 3 Sfr.
In order to obtain more than their quota of two folders one visitor, Michael Rutherfoord, noted that 'a large
number of visitors bought a dozen or more entries (presumably with a guide book – Ed.) just to have the
right to buy additional 'black prints'. It is (therefore) doubtful if any fortunes are going to be made with
them. Zumstein announced that they would be mentioned in their catalogues, but not priced. Illustrated
album publishers will not show them, as the folder cannot be easily mounted.'
The various UPU commemoration stamps with the special cancellations shown in the illustration of
Edward Quinton's folder were not included in the souvenir folder, but presumably could be bought
separately, attached and cancelled on request ?.
Can anyone tell us who designed the 'stamps' of the black print and which company was responsible for
the printing ? Was there a competition to choose the accepted design of the miniature sheet ? Why/how
was this particular design chosen to be the subject of a 'black print' ? Are there any examples of the 'black
print' with the official cancellation ? Presumably the 'black print' was never issued separately on ordinary
gummed/ungummed paper as a 'miniature sheet/block' ?
Background information on the four subjects of the 'stamps' in appropriate languages appeared on the
back of the folder as follows :
Franz Von Taxis 1459 – 1517 Wegbereiter des zentraleuropäischen Postwesens und Begründer der
Posten in den westlichen Gebieten des habsburgischen Reiches. Er stammte aus dem Bergamaskischen,
wirkte in den Niederlanden, lebte in Brüssel und ist dort in Notre Dame du Sablon bestattet.
Beat Fischer Von Reichenbach 1641 – 1698 Patricien Bernois, initiateur de la régale des postes
bernoises, introduisit la plus importante organisation postale de Suisse vers la fin du 17e siècle. Il établit
des relations avec tous les pays voisins et institua des services sur les routes alpestres.
Dott. Roberto Paganini 1866 – 1950 Chimico a Basilea, raccolse dal 1913 al 1950 libri, opuscoli, articoli di
giornali, fotografie ecc. Concernenti il traffico aereo. Nel 1928 ha donato il suo “Archivio della posta
aerea” alla Confederazione.
Sir Rowland Hill 1795 – 1879 Formerly a teacher, presented his pamphlet on “Post Office Reform” in
January 1837. It was treated by Parliament and led to the introduction in January 1840 of the “Penny
Post”, a uniform rate of a penny for letters sent anywhere in the British Isles being charged.
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REGIONAL GROUPS
The next regional meetings are scheduled for - London (Paddington Station) - Wednesday 9 th September;
Northern (Leeds) – 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice' – Saturday 12th September and Southern
(Salisbury) - 'Hotel Posts' and possibly other themes – Saturday 24th October 2009. Please put the dates
in your diary. More details to follow.
HPS VISIT TO SWITZERLAND
Only three of our Members have found it possible to fit a trip to the Swiss Stamp Dealers' Association
Exhibition ( 10th-12th September in Rapperswil) into their busy social diaries. Next time we organise such
an event we will try to give even more advanced notice. There is still time to join the party. Anyone
interested should contact Werner Gattiker as soon as possible – werner@gattiker.free-online.co.uk
Telephone – 01273 845501 (day), 01273 842135 (evenings/weekends). I look forward to a 'report back' to
publish in the Newsletter (Editor).
A USEFUL NEW INDEX
Eric Lienhard has kindly translated the titles of the key articles in the recent issues of the Swiss Postmark
Collectors'/Postal Stationery Societies' journal. Copies of the index are available on request from the
Editor. We would be interested to know whether members see this as a useful additional tool for their
philatelic researches ? Eric is prepared to extend the index if it proves popular. Past editions of the journal
are, of course, available for loan from the Society's Librarian. Another of our members, Callum Watson,
has also offered help with translations and it is hoped to have one or two articles from foreign journals
included in editions of the Newsletter later in the year. (Editor).
PRO JUVENTUTE AND PRO PATRIA INFORMATION
Those of you who read Swiss Post's 'Focus' will be well aware that the Pro Patria Foundation celebrates
its Centenary this year. A special Miniature Sheet was issued on 8th May. For those of you more interested
in the Pro Juventute Foundation, a useful article appeared in the May 2009 issue of AHPS's journal 'Tell'
by Bernard Vaney, translated by Charles Scanio (the article first appeared in the 'SBZ' in October 2007).
It highlights the vast range of philatelic and non-philatelic products produced by the Foundation to obtain
finances for the various charitable activities it has supported over the years. They included postcards,
stamp booklets, 'telegrams for special occasions', mourning sheets, miniature official New Year's letters
with decorated envelopes ('Briefli'), stickers for packages, collector pins illustrating the stamps, telephone
cards, motorcycle insurance stickers, boxes of matches, school crayons, books and magazines. Good
luck and good hunting to all those who collect Charities material !
DAY OF THE STAMP AND PRO PATRIA INFORMATION
Two very useful booklets have come to the Editor's attention – :
'Tag der Briefmarke Schweiz – Journee du Timbre Suisse' by Heinz Bauer in collaboration with Jean-Paul
Jaccard is a 44 page catalogue of everything philatelic associated with the Day of the Stamp – in German
with a French introduction. Available from Herr Heinz Bauer, Flurhofstr. 18, CH-9244 Niederuzwil,
Switzerland – send 20 Swiss Francs to cover post and packaging.
'Pro Patria – Katalog zum Thema Bundesfieir' by Johannes Müller (in German with French and English
introductions) is a catalogue which includes 40 pages of colour illustrations of every stamp, pre-stamped
and unstamped commemorative card, cancellation, ribbon and medal issued through to 1991. Herr Muller
is prepared to provide copies at 10 Fr. each if five or more Members would like one. Orders through the
Editor please. He hopes to produce an updated version in the next year or two.
FUTURE NEWSLETTERS
There is a regular supply of articles coming in from Members at the moment, but more are always useful
– particularly if they have clear illustrations. A trial page in full colour is planned .
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JOHN CORDINGLEY

There have always been issues over people and goods crossing national borders and this was certainly
the case in Europe before World War Two. Entering Switzerland was no exception and a certain amount
of documentation was involved. The 'Carnet de Passages en Douanes' allowed travellers to temporarily
import their vehicles without having to leave a cash deposit at the border. It was a form of international
guarantee for payment of custom duties and taxes to a government should the vehicle not be re-exported
from that country.
The carnet contained relevant information about the vehicle – make, model, colour, engine capacity,
registration number, owner and value. In order to obtain a carnet, the owner had to provide some form of
security based on the age and market value of the vehicle. Three types of security, cash bond, banker's
letter of indemnity or insurance policy were acceptable for the carnet to be issued by the vehicle owner's
motoring organisation. For the United Kingdom this was the RAC.
A carnet was presented at the Swiss border for examination. It was stamped on the front and signed by
the Customs officer. A fee as levied and receipt for this was given by way of the then current Swiss
postage stamps applied to the back of the form, which were then cancelled. All the cancellations that I
have seen are circular with date and with name of customs post.
The illustrated 'Volet d'entrée' is typical – all in my collection are in the French language irrespective of
country of issue. Valid until February 1933 it was issued by l'Automobile Club de France for a Paris based
Rolls Royce and gives details of the engine, the body type and colour, the seating, the weight and
declared value. The car is passing through the customs at Basel – Lisbuchel which monitored traffic
coming from France along the St Louis route. This was on 3rd September 1932 when a fee of 2.70 fr. was
paid, receipted with four then current stamps which have the custom post cancellation.
The carnet is interesting in other ways. Section 8 indicates that it is appropriate 'pour un véhicle
automobile à essence électricité vapeur'. This was 1933 and, although steam lorries were still in use,
have readers any information about steam driven cars of this period ? Perhaps the wording of the carnet
shows that it was in use well before the 1930s although the oldest dated one I have seen is 1928. Most
date from the early 1930s. Section 9 'Genre' lists the possibility of the vehicle being – 'voiture, voiturette,
motocyclette avec ou sans sidecar'. Although all the carnets seem the same I have one issued by the
'Allgemeiner Deutscher Automobil Club E.V. – München' which lists 'tricycle' instead of 'avec ou sans
sidecar' – a bit odd because sidecars were very popular in Germany at that time.
Over the years I have accumulated a number of these carnets. I think Heinz Katcher of Amateur Collector
offered me my first and being intrigued or just possibly beguiled I bought it at the offered price. Like a lot
of postal history these carnets are worth what the buyer is prepared to pay. Certainly Swiss stamps with
custom cancellations seem to be increasing in asking price, but then what isn't ?
What has always 'bothered' me was the value of the levy applied by the customs. So for my carnets I
made a list with headings of date, horse power of vehicle, declared value, weight and fee. I hoped that the
levy rates had not changed during the period 1931-4 for which I have carnets. (Continued on Page 58)
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Recently, I acquired these Telephone Postal Stationery items (Figs. 1 - 5). They have probably been in
dealers' boxes for years, because no one is interested. Well, I was, and mostly, from different dealers.
Apparently the Telephone service was part of the Telegraph Department of the PTT. Telephone bills were
paid to the postman who called to present the bill (in the form of an Official Postal Stationery, Cash on
Delivery (Amtliche Nachnahme) letter/card from the Telegraph Department) and collected the required
amount. The money and letter/card were returned to the sender (the Telegraph Department) by the
Federal Post.
I have three types of cards – Numbers 660 and 662 (x 2). Fig. 1 illustrated below shows a Telephone
hand cancel and Figs. 2 and 3 show Telegraph hand cancels. The 1911/12 card (Fig. 4) also has postage
stamps. Fig. 5 shows a Telephone hand cancel, but used on a Telegram envelope ! Presumably, as the
telephone was administered by the Telegraph Department, the officer just used the wrong cancel.

Is my assumption correct ? When was a postal charge introduced for these cards (ref. Fig 4) ? Why do
some cards have Telegraph stamps when used for Telephone ? I would welcome more information from
Members on this subject.
Fig. 1 (on left above) Official Postal Stationery Card used by the Telephone administration Department
(Card No. 660 printed by Haller, Bern in December 1895 - total produced - 200,000). Telephone hand
stamp – LUZERN (Andres and Emmenegger catalogue – Group 153C). Federal Nachnahmen cancel 5th
April 1898. The card signifies that the amount due to the Telephone administration was 50 francs plus
taxes of 1 franc 70 cents. A total of 51 francs 70 cents. Charge dated 5th April 1898.
Fig. 2 (on right) Official Postal Stationery Card used by the Telephone administration (Card No. 662
printed by L., A. and J. in October 1896 - total produced – 500,000). Private Telegraph hand stamp –
RHEINAU (Andres and Emmenegger Group 152Q). Federal Rheinau cancel 2nd May 1898. The card
signifies that the amount due to the Telephone administration for local calls was 7 francs 40 cents plus
local taxes of 65 cents. A total of 8 francs 5 cents. Charge dated April 1898.

Fig. 3 (left above) Official Postal Stationery Card (new design) used by the Telephone administration
(Card No. 662 printed by L., A. and J. in January 1898. Total produced – 1,000,000) (Continued Page 58)
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MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

A philatelist wanted to see what would happen to the two stamps he used on the last day of their validity
31.XII.48. - see illustration. The letter was probably posted at the main PO during the evening of Friday
31st December. On Saturday 1st January 1949 the first shift noted the stamps as “ungültig” using a rubber
stamp that I have never seen before, and on the 2nd (see date stamp) he paid the “missing” 10c, with no
fine. Test failed. There were a number of cases where it was published in the Post Office's new issue
circular (PTA) that 'last day of validity' could be combined with 'first day' of new stamps, if posted very
early. The above case was not one of them, but he tried.
MORE PHILATELIC NEWS
LONDON 2010 : FESTIVAL OF STAMPS
An article in a recent edition of the Federation Internationale de Philatelie's journal 'Flash' reported that
the planning of this important international philatelic event is well under way. The main exhibition will take
place on 8th - 15th May 2010 at the Business Design Centre in Islington in London. I understand that a
number of specialist societies are holding meetings at the National Postal Museum during the Festival.
The deadline for entries to the various competitions was 1st January 2009 – they will know who has been
accepted by the 1st July. Please let the Editor know if you have entered and any details that you may have
on Swiss-related displays belonging to British, Swiss or other nation's philatelists that visitors will be able
to view. Further details are available on www.london2010.org.uk/international-stamp-exhibition
An interesting fact – it is reported in the same edition of the FIP's journal that the largest number of
qualifying exhibits received by their Commissioners for a recent international philatelic exhibition were
from the following countries – USA – 305, Germany – 238, Great Britain – 199, Spain – 140, Australia –
119, Italy - 109, France – 109, China – 104 and Switzerland – 100. Unfortunately, it does not indicate how
many or which ones had a Swiss-related subject/theme.
TRIAL PRINTS
The AHPS's journal 'Tell' published in May included an interesting article by Richard T. Hall on Trial Prints
which illustrates no less than 160 different designs on 5 sheets depicting scenic views (including postal
buses and trains), 4 of Swiss aircraft and 4 of passengers on planes and trains. Mr Hall acknowledges the
help he received in preparing the article from John Larson and the information contained in Derrick Slate's
recently published, revised edition of his book 'Swiss Trial Prints'. A copy of Derrick's book is available to
borrow from the HPS's Library.
FRAMAS
Further to my request in the HPSN in April 2009 (Page 27) for information on useful articles in Englishlanguage publications, I came across an article in Gibbons Stamp Monthly in September 2005 (Pages 48
– 53) – 'The Frama Saga' by Jean-Louis Emmenegger which provides a very useful introduction to this
subject. It sets the Swiss firm's major contribution to the development and increased popularity of
machine-printed labels from 1976 in its wider context. Among many interesting observations, Herr
Emmenegger suggests that the increasing competition in 2005 from other manufacturers such as
Klussendorf from Germany and Satas and Crouzet from France was due to the fact that they had two
advantages over Frama – 'the larger size of their labels and the quality of design that could be pre-printed
on them.'
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MICHAEL RUTHERFOORD

THAT the excellent booklet mentioned last month on the Gutenburg Exhibition in Fribourg has a welltranslated text in English, but I have now noticed a couple of translator's errors, which should not have
occurred – Luxembourg instead of Liechtenstein and 'rubber ring' for the hardened steel transfer roller
used in recess printing (nit-picking !).
THAT the well-known philatelic researcher and writer Alex Herms has published three new booklets, A5
and in German, on the Standing Helvetia issues. No.1 on 'Production' i.e. paper, water-marks, gumming
and perforation. No. 2 on 'Printing' on the various machines used; and No. 3 for the 'Essays and Trials'.
Each is full of detailed illustrations mostly in colour and with many tables of great interest. An amazing
assembly of information for collectors.
THAT Charles LaBlonde has reported on an extraordinary 300-page book in English by author Alex
Gundel of Cologne on all those curious postmarks on mostly bulk mail from one country to another via an
intermediate country with the lowest postage rate, etc. Some have been shown here “SPI UK” etc. This is
becoming a major industry full of new ideas and, in fact, replacing the UPU in their home territory of
International Mail with postage stamps as we know them being side-stepped. Something for real
enthusiasts who like looking for gems in various PO waste-paper bins !
THAT the “Züri '09” philatelic exhibition stage II in May was a great success, but perhaps the dealers
would have appreciated more customers. I found the collections of high standard and very varied in
subject matter. Good for the future. The next exhibition will be in Rapperswil-Iona where the Swiss
Dealers Association will celebrate their Centenary with a great show from 10th to 12th September. This will
be followed by the GABRA V in Bern from 9th to 11th October. Last but not least is the “Day of the Stamp”
in Bulle, a stage III exhibition from 11th to 13th December at which there will be a special presentation of
postmark material to celebrate 50 years of SVPS Swiss Postmark Society.
THAT the two items shown below arrived the same day and illustrate some aspects of how mail is
handled today. Fig. 1 is an example of a privately, computer-produced Webstamp showing that a nice
photo does not make an acceptable stamp – too small and too dark. The data matrix is standard on most
mail, but should not be cancelled, as this makes the code unreadable. A problem that the SP has not
solved as the Webstamp carries no date or place of origin, only the 16 digits of the licence number. Dater
die is the small one of 22 mm. diam. usually used on faced mail from a post office direct, not via a letter
box. The size of the self-stick label is 97 x 42 mm. Rate “B” standard 85c.
Fig. 2 is also from the new Mail Centre of 8010 Zürich-Mülligen but I have not retouched the 28 mm.
diam. dater die. The quality is above average as the date can be read clearly. The cover has probably
been faced automatically before cancelling. However “How come only 50c postage ?” The stamp used is
one of the four low-values issued in September 2008 This rate is for bulk mailings of 500 or more items
(only “B” post) with a basic rate of 53c for standard letters B5 or smaller up to 100g, together with a
weight addition of half a cent per 10g. This letter weighed 36g, giving 53 plus 2c i.e. 55c actual charge
booked to the sender's account for each item sent. A tolerance of about 10% is allowed, compared to that
of the stamp used. The basic rate increases in 4 further steps of size and weight to 1.65c.

Fig.1

Fig.2
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(Continued from Page 54) Comparing horse power with fee determined no relationship, and it had
seemed such a reasonable starting point ! Of course the declared value of the vehicle seemed a good
alternative on which to charge, but again, no joy. Third try was to look at the vehicle weight. Instant
success ! The Rolls Royce weighed 2,700 kg – fee levied 2.70 fr. An Essex make of car travelling the
Splügen route weighing 1,400 kg – fee levied 1.40 fr. A Rover belonging to Clarke of the Foreign Office in
London weighed 965 kg. - fee levied 1fr.
How simple in the end, and how easy for the Customs. No fuss ! 'If we don't believe the declaration on the
carnet we put the vehicle on the nearest weighbridge, round up to the nearest 50 kg. delete the last 0 and
charge that number of cents as a fee.' And the usage of stamps in my collection of carnets – a single 1fr.
Helvetia with Sword, a single 1fr. Disarmament stamp and a pair of 60c Disarmament stamps are perhaps
the most unusual. Most cachets, like the one illustrated, are multi-stamped.
TELEPHONE NACHNAHME CARDS – POSTAL STATIONERY

DERRICK SLATE

(Continued from Page 55) Ordinary Telegraph hand stamp – INS (Andres and Emmenegger Group
152D). Federal INS cancel 2nd February 1900. The card signifies that the amount due to the Telephone
service for local calls was 8 francs plus local taxes of 55 cents. A total of 8 francs 55 cents. Charge dated
January 1900.
Fig. 4 (on right above on Page 55) Official Postal Stationery Card (completely new design) stating
Telegraph and Telephone administration (Card No. 662 printed by V. and Sch. in January 1910. - total
produced – 2,600,000). Ordinary Telephone hand stamp – ZURICH (Andres and Emmenegger Group
153C). Federal cancels ZURICH (incl. Razor type) 23rd January 1912. The card signifies that the amount
due to the Telephone service for Subscription Charge for the first part of 1912 was 22 francs, local Calls
were 30 cents, Postage 22 cents. Total 22 francs 52 cents. Plus Label “Nicht Eingelost” (Unpaid). Cash on
Delivery : Between 1st January 1911 and 31st January 1915. The charge between 10 francs and 50 francs
was 22 cents. This included 2 cents for postage. Charge dated December 1911.

Fig. 5 (above) Telephone Cancel on a Telegram. The telephone was administered by the Telegraph
Department. Telephone hand stamp – DAVOS (Andres and Emmenegger Group 153B). Telegraph and
Federal cancels 17th November 1898 from Davos-Platz and Federal arrival cancel for Clavadel.
FISCAL QUERY

FRED HOADLEY

These two fiscals recently came my way, but I cannot find reference to them in the Gainon catalogue.
Both stamps are red in colour. Can any of you Revenue collectors help identify them ?
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